
All gongs in the series of 

NORSE GONG ™ is 

handcrafted gongs following 

long tradition of handcraft ship. 

We are proud to present our 

collaboration with Martin Bläse 

· Silberschmiedemeister who 

produce beautiful harmonic 

gongs with his love and 

compassion for Nature and his 

Craftsmanship

U N I V E R S I  A S  
JERPELEINA 38 1415 OPPEGÅRD +47 909 140 95 

NORWAY 
www.norsegong.net -www.universi.no FB:gongontheway

Norse gong is a concept by Norwegian 
Gongmaster Tor Arne Håve. It is an 
idea to bring back a deep meaningful 
connection to yourself , back to the 

time where the runes (Norsemen Script 
language) where used. Runes was at that 
time also look on to with deep respect 
and the people held them to be magical 

symbols. Symbols that could express 
the will of Norse Goddesses and Gods. 
The runes was used in ceremonies to 

create changes in the world as the outer 
cosmos and in the inner cosmos, in the 

man himself.

S O U N D S  O F  
NAT U R E  S P I R I T

NORSE GONG ™ is an expression of 
ancient shamanic traditions, a carrier of 
light and sound from the voices of the 

past into todays modern world.

GONG ON THE WAYH A N D C R A F T E D  
B Y  M A S T E R S

NORSE GONG™ 
STAFF RUNE GONGS

GONG ON THE WAY

http://www.norsegong.net
http://www.universi.no
http://www.norsegong.net
http://www.universi.no


THE Fire & Water Ceremony is based on 
the ancient myth of «the death of Balder» 
In this myth Frigg mother of balder is 
making all elements and living being 
make an oath to protect her Son Balder 
from being hurt or dying.  Frigg first ask 
the Fire and Water. We do so not to 
protect ourself from dying or to be hurt 
but to fill our life with a content of 
truthfulness , aliveness and joy. So when 
we are alive we do not seek for 
immortality but for a real way of being. 
Therefore we ask the gongs to guard us 
with the help of all elements , but first of 
all Fire & Water.

Gongmaster Tor Arne Håve performing an ancient 
Norse FIRE & WATER ritual for Vegvisr gong.

N O R S E  G O N G  ™  G O N G S  &  BAG S
May your journey be safe in this life, filled with love joy and compassion. May you find peace with the highest one. May you 

always carry with you , your gong on the way for protection and for finding home to where you belong.

NORSE GONG -™ -VEGVÍSIR:  €1780,-  

Vegvisir is a gong that intends to show the way of those who 
travel, even when there is a storm and bad weather. Vegvisir is a 
gong who shows way with his deep tones and singing overtone 
voice. We like to think of it as one that helps us keep steady 
course and focus in times that are difficult.  
(57,5 Cm Dia. Bronze 8 Kg) 

NORSE GONG -™ -ÆGISHJÁLMR €1780,-  

Ægishjálmr is a gong for protection against dark forces and what 
they called Seidr, a sort of black magic that would confuse the 
mind of the ones that became seidet. This is therefore a gong to 
keep a clear mind and to be safe in difficult and dangerous 
surroundings. (57,5 Cm Dia. Bronze 8 Kg)

NORSE GONG ™ BIFROST €3500,-  

Bifröst is a gong for deep transformative, a way of connection 
your being to the god or goddess within. It is the bridge between 
the earth and the heaven (Midtgaard and Aasgard) sometimes 
called the «rainbow bridge». The word Bifröst is originated from 
Icelandic, bifa: to shake + röst: path. (80 Cm Dia.Titanium 4,3 Kg) 

Vegvisr gong a old Viking 
Compass

Bag with Vegvisr symbol 

Ægishjalmr gong protection 
against dark forces.

Bag with Aegishjalmr 
symbol. 

Bifröst -gong connection 
heaven and earth .

Bag for Bifrost - Deep Blue

Please note that local charges (VAT/sales tax, customs duty) may occur, depending on your region and local 
customs duties.When buying gongs on a workshop delivered by Universi AS VAT is excluded. 

NORSE GONG ™ HAGAL €2800,-  

Hagal is a gong of Celebration the Eternal change, the caring and 
maintaining principle in the universe, Higher Self and God within 
yourself. The holistic view of Body Mind Spirit as one. The 
essence of Sexual creative energy. (80 Cm Dia. Bronze 10 Kg)

Hagal Gong body mind 
spirit in one universe.

Bag with Hagal Symbol


